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The yearly Sustai-

nability Report gives 

us the opportunity of 

illustrating the ope-

rations carried out by 

the company by exa-

mining three well-de-

fined fields which are 

closely related to one 

another: People, Pla-

net and Profits.

Starting from the topic 

of “Profits”, our Group has had positive results in terms 

of increase in value thus confirming the ability of the 

Group to grow, even in difficult economic situations like 

the one we are experiencing today. In fact, the com-

pany’s success is further evidence of the close relation-

ship between the three themes: Planet, People, Profit. 

I am, in fact, more and more convinced that the extra-

ordinary patrimony represented by the partnership 

that Aquafil has developed with the best global custo-

mers, in both the carpeting and clothing sectors, is mo-

stly due to the sharing of mutual objectives. 

A strong commitment has been made to safeguard the 

environment and also “people” (a term that not only re-

fers to the employees but also to the whole social con-

text in which the company operates), which is a cha-

racteristic shared by a growing number of companies 

with positive results concerning profits. 

The investments made in the polyamide recycling 

project have enabled us to put a particular item at our 

customers’ disposal, ECONYL® yarn, which has tech-

nical and qualitative characteristics that are identi-

cal  to those of polyamide yarn made from traditional 

methods. 

 It is also important to note that the reduced environ-

mental impact that ECONYL ® yarn guarantees our cu-

stomers’ products has enabled us to come out on top 

of our competitors making the yarn a synonym of hi-

gh-quality recycled polyamide.

This edition of our report will explain how the calcu-

lation and sustainability report concerning the impact 

of our production line have been adapted in order to 

integrate our data with those of our suppliers and cu-

stomers. We all share the same goal in calculating and 

communicating the environmental impact of the pro-

ducts, an aspect to which more and more attention has 

been paid. 

You will also find information regarding the social acti-

vities that have been  planned and implemented in all 

nations in which we operate. The serious economic cri-

sis which occurred in 2009 and the awareness of the 

cyclical nature of crises make it essential for compa-

nies to pay more attention to the social aspects (Peo-

ple) of sustainability. 

This means that a strong commitment towards the en-

vironment (Planet) and the people that work in it (Peo-

ple) is required and Aquafil will make a concerted ef-

fort to focus on this objective over the next few years. 

LETTER FROM THE  

PRESIDENT

Offices of the headquarters in Arco (Trento, Italy)
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APPLICATIoN LEVEL C GrI

THE AQUAFIL 

sUSTAINABILITY 
REPORT

The seventh edition of the Aquafil sustainability report 

expresses the sustainable culture of the Group which 

is based on the synergy of economic, environmental 

and social decisions from an integrated sustainability 

point of view. This is a technical summary of the ope-

rations and strategies carried out during the year and 

an opportunity to reflect on the progress made. It is a 

useful tool for informing stakeholders of the Group’s 

sustainability performance with the aim of explaining 

aspects deemed essential for the continual improve-

ment of the company.

In order to fully understand this year’s report, it is im-

portant that readers realize the great changes Aqua-

fil has made in respect to organization and production 

over the years. The company strategies have enabled 

the Group to play a leading role in the international 

production of carpet fibers. These operations have 

been characterized by a highly organizational vitali-

ty which has led to considerable variations and a new 

approach for reporting sustainability performance.

The first strategic changes were mentioned in the 

2012 Sustainability Report (published in August 

2013) with the aim of presenting the Group’s sustai-

nability. Changes that led to the launch of an impor-

tant project at the end of 2013 aimed at reporting en-

vironmental data from 2014 onwards both at factory 

level and at Group level by improving the collection 

and analysis of data. · The sustainability report is in compliance whit the guidelines established by the global reporting initiative - GRI (version 3.1) level C

· Previous editions (annual) of the sustainability report can be seen on www.aquafil.com

The interactive index facilitates the browsing and re-

ading of the report in electronic format. The tables 

concerning the GRI index are reported in the appen-

dix and contain information on the standards and indi-

cators in respect to the guidelines used.

We would like to thank all company employees 

who collaborated in the collection of data and 

the sustainability team for their valuable work of 

coordination and analysis which made it possi-

ble to publish the 2013 sustainability report.

Please note: we are open to any suggestions concer-

ning the sustainability balance sheet which can help 

us improve sustainability and our relationships with 

the stakeholders.

Maria Giovanna Sandrini

Communications Manager
maria.giovanna.sandrini@aquafil.com

BCF yarn
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1.1 THE Group

The Aquafil Group was founded 1969 in Arco 

(TN), Italy and is now  one of the leading com-

panies in Italy and worldwide to manufacture 

and sell Polyamide 6 polymers and fibers. Aqua-

fil products are mainly used for the carpeting 

sector and specific fields of clothing (un-

derwear, hosiery, sportswear).

The Group’s activities are divided into two main 

production units:

• BCF (Bulk Continuous Filament): manufactu-

ring fibers for carpeting.

• NTF (Nylon Textile Filament): manufacturing 

fibers for the clothing sector.

The Energy & Recycling business unit (E&r) 

has been operating since 2008 and deals with 

the skills, technology and planning for all pro-

duction units. The main objective of the E&r unit 

is to implement projects aimed at reducing 

the environmental impact of industrial pro-

cessess.

120,000
48

472

1.6

TONS OF 
PRODUCTS

individuals dedicated to
research and development

million euro 
turnover

MILLION EURO 
INVESTMENT

Approximately 120,000 tons of 
polymers were produced in 2013.

In 2013, €1.6 million were invested in environmental, safety, 
energy and waste management projects.

The Group has 14 plants on 3 continents in 7 countries: 
Italy, Slovenia, Croatia, Germany, USA (Georgia), Thailand and China.

48 resources were used for research and development 
by the E&R business unit.

The Aquafil Group had a €472 million turnover 
in 2013.

14 PLANTS

3 continentS

7 NATIONS

ciao
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1.2 HISTORY

foundation of the first 
production SITE

The Aquafil Group’s first production facility 

is founded in  Arco (TN), Italy and started 

manufacturing polymers and Nylon 6 fibers.

FOUNDATION OF  aquaspace
AND gardafilo s.p.a.

Aquaspace e Gardafili S.p.A. is founded in 

Rovereto (TN),  Italy to manufacture space 

dyed and polyester fibers.

Beginning
 of internationalization

The internationalization process begins with 

the acquisition of the Julon company in 

Ljubljana, Slovenia, an important production 

site for carrying out polymerization 

processes and manufacturing of BCF and 

NTF filaments.

FOUNDATION OF 
aquafil asia pacific

Aquafil Asia Pacific is founded in Rayong, 

Thailand for the reprocessing and 

distribution of fibers in the Asia Pacific 

market. 

THE PRODUCTION OF REGENETATED RAW 
MATERIAL STARTS  

The ECONYL® plant is launched for 

producing regenerated raw material at the 

Julon factory in Ljubljana, Slovenia.

Acquisition OF xentrys 
PLANT IN  leuna

Aquafil Engineering Plastics is sold and 

the Xentrys plant is purchased in Leuna, 

Germany, which is later renamed Aqualeuna.

oPENING OF THE FIRST SITE
 IN  ASIA PACIFIC

Aquafil Jiaxing Sythetic Fiber and 

Polymer  is established in Jaxing, China 

to manufacture synthetic BCF yarn and 

engineering plastics. This new initiative 

allows the Group to gain a position in the 

important Chinese market.

FOUNDATION
 OF aquafil usa

Aquafil USA is founded in Cartersville, 

Georgia to handle the reprocessing and sale 

of BCF fibers in the U.S. market. This is the 

second phase of internationalization.

Acquisition  OF special polymers
AND OPENING OF tessil4

The Special Polymers company based in 

Ceriano Laghetto (MB),  Italy is acquired 

to produce technopolymers in Polyamide 

6. That same year, the Tessil4 factory 

opened in Cares (TN),  Italy  to focus on the 

reprocessing of BCF fibers.
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1.3 PLANTS

italy

   ARCO / TN   

bcf Polymerization

Spinning

Masterbatch

   ARCO / TN     **

EP Compounds
Masterbatch

   ROVERETO / TN   

bcf Space dyeing
Superba dyeing

   CARES / TN   

bcf Air entanglement
Twisting 

   VARALLO POMBIA / NO   

NTf Spinning

slovenia

   LjUBIANA   

bcf Polymerization

Spinning

Twisting
Heat setting

NTf Spinning
Warping
Masterbatch

ErS Depolymerization 
Purification CPL ECONYL®

   AjDOVSCINA   

ErS Waste preparation of 
Polyamide 6

   SENOZECE   

NTf Warping

   CELjE   

bcf Twisting
Heat setting

croaTia

   OROSLAVjE   

NTf Air entanglement

Coiling

Texturizing

thailand

   RAYONG / BANGKOK   

bcf Air entanglement

Twisting

cHina

 jIAXING   

bcf Spinning

Air entanglement

Twisting

Heat setting

EP Compounds ***

georgia / USA

   CARTERSVILLE   

bcf Spinning

Air entanglement

Twisting

Heat setting
Masterbatch

EP Compounds 
Masterbatch ***  

bcf  Synthetic  yarns for carpeting

EP  Engineering plastics

NTf  Synthetic yarns for the clothing industry

ErS  ECONYL® Regeneration System

*  Not included in the  2013 report, the plant will 
be included in the 2014 report

**  Sites that exited the report in April 2013 due to 
the sale of the Engineering Plastics business unit

***  Business Unit exited the report
(EP China December 2013, EP Georgia June 2013)

No joint ventures were 
activated at report level in 
2013.

germanY

   LEUNA     *

bcf Spinning

Air entanglement

Twisting

Heat setting
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1.4 THE ORGANIZATION

Aquafil S.p.A. is a privately owned company, the 

majority of which is owned by the Bonazzi fa-

mily. The H&C romeo Management Company 

has been part of the corporation since 2009. It 

has invested €45 million in Aquafil and is finan-

ced with funds managed by Hutton & Collins. 

There are also minority shareholders  in the 

Group who serve as members of the board of di-

rectors.

Aquafil’s corporate headquarters, located in 

Arco, Italy, is responsible for implenting stra-

tegies, coordination and control of the Group’s 

development policies.

HEADQUArTErS ArcO (trEnTO - italY)
Group GLOBAL STRATEGY

ADMINISTRATION / 
HUMAN RESOURCES ICTR&D LogisticS

› THE CorPorATE STrUCTUrE oF THE GroUP

 Companies included in the sustainability report. 

  aquafil S.p.A.  

Aqualeuna G.m.b.H. (DE)  100%

XLAnce Fibre Italia S.r.l. (IT)  50%

Cenon S.r.o. (SK)  99,64%

Aquafil Bulgari Iplik Tekstil Sanayi Ve

Ticaret A.S. (TR)  9,99%

Aquafil Benelux-France BVBA (BE)  99,9%

100% MTX Fibre S.r.l. (IT)  0,1%

Aquafil Engineering G.m.b.H. (DE)  90%

Aquafil do Brasil Comércio LTDA (BR)  99,99%

Acme Plastic S.r.l. (IT)  22%

Aquafil Tecnopolimeros S.A. (ES)  40%

 Aquafil U.S.A. Inc.,

Cartersville, GA (USA)   100%

 AquafilCRO d.o.o. (HR)   100%

 Aquaset Tekstilna Tov. Senozece d.d.

(SI)   100%

 Borgolon S.p.A. (IT)   100%

 Aquafil Fibres and Polymers

(Jiaxing) Co Ltd. (PRC)   100%

 Tessilquattro S.p.A. (IT)   100%

 Aquafil Engineering Plastics S.p.A. (IT)   100%

 Aquaspace S.p.A. (IT)   100%

 Aquafil Asia Pacific Co. Ltd (TH)   99,99%

 Julon d.d. (SI)   100%
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1.5 CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

The Aquafil Group is led by the board of directors and executive management committee.

› BoArd
oF dIrECTorS

› THE EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT CoMMITTEE

The board of directors directs the company’s 

activities by developing global strategies 

through development initiatives, setting 

up companies operating  in various fields, 

planning investments and monitoring and 

evaluating the results.

The limited allocation of shares enables all 

shareholders to participate in corporate go-

vernance. 

For this reason, institutionalized instrumen-

ts which allow for communication between 

minority shareholders and the board of di-

rectors are not required.

The executive management committee supports the board of directors in defining strategies. This 

body is entrusted with operations concerning industrial, commercial and logistical matters. The 

executive management committee is also responsible for monitoring the progress of the Group's 

projects and policies related to sustainability, occupational safety and vocational training.

Giulio Bonazzi

Edi Kraus

Fabrizio Calenti

Rafael Boulet Torres

Carlo Bonazzi

Mauro Moretti

Adriano Vivaldi

Stefano Meloni

CHAIRMAN AND CEO

DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

HONORARY CHAIRMAN

DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR

president AND ceo
giulio bonazzi

cfo
adriano vivaldi

ntf
fabrizio calenti

bcF
giulio bonazzi

energy & recycling
anacleto dal moro

general manager, julon D.D.
edi kraus

PRESIDENT, aquafil u.s.a.
franco rossi

Additional members of the executive management committee include:
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1.6 THE Group’S ACTIVITIES

Aquafil’s products and activities are divided into two business units which produce materials used 

for manufacturing carpeting and clothing.

This business unit deals with the production, re-

processing and sale of carpet fibers to be used 

for contract work and tenders, automotive 

and residential sectors.

The BCF business unit focuses on the resear-

ch and development of new products. Products 

are reviewed each year and and select pieces of 

the collection are updated. Thanks to the Aqua-

fil Carpet Center, the Group is able to assist its 

customers in the realization of specific designs  

according to the requirements and trend of the 

market.

This business unit handles the production, re-

processing and marketing of synthetic Polya-

mide 6 and 6,6 fibers which are mainly used for 

manufacturing fabrics for underwear, hosiery, 

sportswear and clothing.

Aquafil collaborates closely with its customers 

in order to improve the aesthetics and general 

characteristics, particularly concerning tech-

nical sportswear.

bcf ntfBulk Continuous Filaments Nylon Textile Filaments

“

“

Aquafil is the leading European manufacturer of 
BCF yarn with a 40% market share and is the second 
leading supplier in the world.

The Aquafil Group is one of the main suppliers to some 
of the largest Italian and European brands in the 
clothing, underwear and sportswear sectors. 

This business unit develops the skills, technolo-

gy and projects supporting the Group’s sustai-

nability policies. The Energy & recycling  unit 

focuses on three main issue:

• Energy: implementation of technological 

projects in order to produce electricity and 

heat from renewable or low-environmental im-

pact sources and to increase the efficiency of 

production processes with the aim of reducing 

emissions thus safeguarding the territory and 

local communities.

• Recycling: to promote the use of raw mate-

rials deriving from recycling and to support, de-

velop and encourage the design of products that 

are fully recyclable at the end of their product 

life. 

• Culture: to develop and promote the culture 

of sustainability in Aquafil’s relationship with all 

stakeholders by implementing regular training 

programs and establishing partnerships with 

customers and suppliers.

In April 2013 the Engineering 
Plastic business unit, which 
produced technopolymers for 
manufacturing plastic products with 
injection moulding machinery, was 
sold.

This allowed Aquafil to focus its 
business production on carpet and 
clothing yarn.

e&r energy & recycling
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1.7 THE FIELDS OF APPLICATION OF AQUAFIL PRODUCTS

Interior design, Building & Construction Automotive Sports, fashion and free time

Aquafil contributes to the interior design and construction field by ma-

nufacturing fibers for synthetic textile carpeting (BCF) which is used 

for carpeting in the residential, hospitality and contract sectors.

Aquafil helps to spread the culture of the "quality of living" with 

its products, which is now a popular trend for more and more people 

worldwide.

The BCF synthetic fibers are used for making carpets and upholstery 

in the automotive industry. Aquafil contributes to the quality of the 

vehicles made by the most recognizable brand names in the in-

dustry.

Aquafil produces fibers (NTF) for male and female hosiery, knitwear, 

run resist fabric, underwear, sportswear and special technical appli-

cations for the underwear, swimwear and sportswear sectors.

Thanks to the high quality of its products, Aquafil meets the needs 

of the market in sectors where the evolution of clothing is essential 

for achieving the best possible performance at competitive levels with 

more sustainable products.

› CoMForT, SAFETY ANd TECHNoLoGY› NEW LIVING SPACES › CoMForT ANd TECHNICAL PErForMANCE
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1.8 STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS

EMPLOYEES AND COLLABORATORS LOCAL COMMUNITIESSUPPLIERS CUSTOMERS

Human resources are Aqualfil’s main asset. 

The strategic management of human resources 

is aimed at enhancing employees’ skills in order 

to ensure international competitiveness and 

successfully tackle new challenges of the mar-

ket.

Aquafil’s relationships with its stakeholders are based on mutual respect,

social dialogue and an efficient management of the production chain.

Aquafil has factories in 7 countries on 3 con-

tinents  with various cultural and territorial dif-

ferences. relationships with the local communi-

ties are important for the Aquafil Group and are 

strengthened by the implementation of projects 

designed to support and protect the popula-

tion as well as safeguard the environment for 

the benefit of the region.

Aquafil’s relationships with its suppliers are ba-

sed on policies inspired by transparency, coo-

peration and fairplay. Integrating the Group’s 

development policies with those of its suppliers 

plays an important role in maintaining a high le-

vel of efficiency in projects aimed at sustainabi-

lity and the development of new products.

The ECONYL® Reclaiming Program, is an 

example of Aquafil’s customer-supplier rela-

tionship. This is made possible thanks to the in-

ternational network created by Aquafil that de-

als with Polyamide 6 waste products which are 

required to power the recovery and recycling 

system in order to produce 100% regenerated 

caprolactam.

The Group’s development policies are aimed at 

understanding and orientating the demand of the 

market by developing new products that meet 

consumer needs with high standards of quali-

ty and sustainability. Aquafil motivates its cu-

stomers by activating low-impact, sustainable 

production chains that adopt new systems for 

the recovery of pre- and post-consumer waste; 

new methods for manufacturing products made 

from recycled and recyclable components.

• BCF, the company has established an active 

partnership with leading international compa-

nies that produce synthetic carpeting, thus be-

coming a reference point for carpet manufactu-

rers who supply contractors. 

• The main stakeholders in the NTF sector are 

the leading manufacturers of fabrics used for 

making underwear, hosiery, sportswear, fashion 

and swimwear.

An essential element of the company’s strategy consists of  identifying 
and sensitizing the main stakeholders with whom Aquafil  undertakes 
in  actions to  promote and improve corporate sustainability. 
The stakeholders identification is derived from an internal analysis 
of "Stakeholder Engagement" that took into account the company's 
business strategies  and the issues that have greater influence and 
interest on the Group and on its activities. 
Main actions of stakeholder involvement: direct relationships,  specific 
events and  projects and creation of partnerships.
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2. THE FACTS IN 2013
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2.2    Early 2014 events                                                                                                                                                                            29

ENGINEERING PLASTICS

THE LAUNCH OF “ HEALTHY SEAS, 
A jOURNEY FROM WASTE TO 
WEAR”

THE ENGINEERING PLASTICS 
BUSINESS UNIT IS SOLD 

Aquafil joins the Ellen 
McArthur Foundation's 
Circular Economy 100 program

ACQUISITION OF THE XENTRYS 
COMPANY BASED IN LEUNA: 
AQUALEUNA IS FOUNDED

THE EPD ® is PUBLISHED FOR THE 
ECONYL®  POLYMER
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2.1 2013 MILESTONES 2.2 Early 2014 events

MaRCH 2013

The “Healhty Seas, a Journey from Waste to 

Wear” initiative was launched internationally 

with the aim of  reducing the amount of so-

lid waste in the seas, particularly fishing nets. 

Recovering and recycling these materials 

allows waste to be converted into regenerated 

caprolactam to produce ECoNYL® fibers. These 

fibers have the same technical characteristics of 

those made from raw fossil materials.

www.healthyseas.org

    www.facebook.com/healthyseas

    twitter.com/healthyseas_org

    www.youtube.com/user/HealthySeas

aPRiL 2013

Aquafil sold the Engineering Plastics (EP) bu-

siness unit to domo Chemicals with the aim of 

consolidating the Group's leading position in the 

BCF market while maintaining its production of 

masterbatches for dyeing fibers. Engineering 

Plastics (EP)* is specialized in manufacturing 

and selling polymers and polyamide compounds 

in its factory based in Arco di Trento, Italy.

augusT 2013

Aquafil joined the Ellen MacArthur Foundation 

by participating in Circular Economy 100, a 

project aimed at promoting innovation by ap-

plying recycling and renewable energy prin-

ciples to production processes.

NOvEMBER 2013

Aquafil purchased German company Leuna Xen-

trys from domo Chemicals. renamed as Aqua-

leuna, the company specializes in twisting and 

eat setting processes, enabling Aquafil to in-

crease its commercial position in the BCF sector.

DECEMBER 2013

The Environmental Product declaration**  is pu-

blished for ECoNYL® polymer according to the 

international EPd ® standard. The Aquafil Group 

made all the relevant, verified information 

concerning the environmental impact of the 

polymer available to all the stakeholders.

*  The Engineering Plastics Business Unit is included in the 2013 report for its commercial acvitity in the early months of 2013..

**  registration numeber S-P-00500 of 17/12/2013.

• The expansion of aquafil usa was initiated 

with the aim of increasing the productivity of the 

plant by 30%. 

• A web tool was adopted for collecting and 

reporting environmental data from the va-

rious Aquafil plants.

• A project was launched concerning the use of 

an organizational, management and monitoring 

model Leg. 231/2001 aimed at preventing cri-

mes, illustrating the areas of risk monitored by 

the company the establishment of organization 

and management models including the code of 

conduct based on the principles of sustainable 

development, respect for the territory, fairplay 

and transparency.

The Code of Conduct and The Organizational, Management and 
Control Model can be seen in the financial sector of the website.

“
Aquafil has decided to 
adopt a Code of Conduct 
and an organizational, 
Management and Control 
Model. 
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3. SUSTAINABILITY
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PROCESS EFFICIENCY
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3.1  SUSTAINABILITY                                                                                                                                                                                      32

3.2  PLAN OF ACTION                                                                                                                                                                                      36

3.3  PROjECTS                                                                                                                                                                                                  38
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3.1 SUSTAINABILITY

“
To be sustainable means to create values for 
stakeholders by using resources efficiently and 
respecting people and the enviromental without 
endangering the needs of future generation.

Sustainability in Aquafil is inspired by the "Tri-

ple Bottom Line" approach which is interpre-

ted as the balance between the three essential 

aspects which regulate the management of an 

efficient organization: PEoPLE, PLANET ANd 

ProFIT.

PEOPLE - social sustainability

The ability to create and guarantee the condi-

tions which ensure well-being regarding the cul-

tural differences and human rights of workers 

and local communities where the Group is pre-

sent.

PLaNET - environmental sustainability

The ability to safeguard and respect the natural 

resources and the environment to develop and 

promote environmental-friendly products and 

processes.

PROFiT - economic and  financial

sustainability

The ability to create jobs and make profits.

The sustainability report is the Group’s main 

instrument for informing stakeholders of inte-

grated sustainability performance of social, en-

vironmental and financial matters by offering a 

transparent overview of policies, investments, 

assets, results achieved and the main issues re-

lated to the Group’s activities:

• Workforce safety

• Energy and water consumption

• Reducing emissions

• Waste management

• The economic performance of the organization

Sustainability

People
Corporate Social

Responsibility (CSR)

Planet
Environmental
Protection

Profit
Generation of continuos

business earnings

The purpose of the report is to present to all stakeholders the most 
relevant aspects of sustainability of the organization (derived from an 
analysis of materiality internal) in line with the GRI, C-level 
Priority topics dealt with in the Sustainability Report include: 
- The Group’s activities and products 
- assessment of the environmental impacts of  products and production 
processes 
- involvement of the stakeholders 
Main stakeholders involved: employees, collaborators, suppliers, local 
communities and customers.
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• Take action to ensure the sustainability policy 

is spread and put into practice.

• To be ready to interact with customers and 

suppliers in order to improve sustainability 

and innovation throughout the entire production 

chain of the chemical-textile sector.

• To build and maintain relationships with local 

communities wherever the Group is present or 

has the potential to develop in the future.

• To establish  strong local roots in  territories 

where the Group operates by paying constant 

attention to  internal resources and the com-

munity’s well-being.

• To develop activities concerning closed-loop 

products which preserve natural resources and 

contribute to the protection of the environment.

• To reduce the impact of manufacturing pro-

cesses by constantly improving our performan-

ce in four areas: energy, emissions, water and 

waste.

• To involve suppliers, employees and local 

communities in sustainability strategies.

• The importance of people, suppliers, em-

ployees or simply citizens of the Earth. 

• Innovative research as a constant require-

ment to be carried out with all available and ap-

propriate means.

• Entrepreneurial spirit which expresses the de-

sire to always be a pioneer, accepting all rela-

ted obligations and risks.

By combining business strategies with sustaina-

bility concepts at the beginning of the integra-

tion process (2007), Aquafil’s aim is to reduce 

greenhouse gas emissions generated by pro-

duction by 50% before 2020. At the end of five 

years a 30% reduction was observed. Thanks to 

the improvement activities and projects imple-

mented in 2013, the reduction of greenhouse 

gas emissions exceeded the threshold of 

40%. 

The concept of Life Cycle Thinking and Analysis 

(LCA Life Cycle Assessment) has made us focus 

on the issues regarding raw materials by setting 

up the ECONYL® regeneration  System for whi-

ch the company's goal is to use more recycled 

materials with high post-consumer rates.

› GUIdELINES

› STrATEGY

› THE FUNdAMENTAL VALUES

› MIdTErM oBJECTIVES

BCF yarn
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3.2 PLAN OF ACTION

IMPROVEMENT OF INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES IMPLEMENTATION OF PROjECTS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT SOCIAL INITIATIVES 

Industrial processes will be orientated towards 

a more sustainable production by  increasing  

the efficiency of manufacturing processes, 

using  more energy from renewable sources, 

optimizing waste management, saving water re-

sources, limiting GHG  emissions and increasing 

safety.

To maximize energy and resource efficiency, 

promote recycling and apply the best available 

techniques.

Aquafil aims at promoting integrated sustainability in the following ways:

The promotion of support and international 

projects which help to spread the principles of 

sustainability and the safeguarding of the envi-

ronment by implementing targeted initiatives.

The ECONYL® Reclaiming Program deals with 

the recovery of Nylon 6 waste in the United 

States, Egypt, Pakistan, Thailand, Turkey and 

Norway.

design, develop and promote  products and ap-

plications with better sustaimability characte-

ristics throughout the supply chain which help 

to save non-renewable raw materials, reduce 

emissions and recover and regenerate pre-and 

post-consumer waste.

Develop and promote products that make consu-

mption and the market more sustainable .

Aquafil pays great attention to the cultural and 

social differences of the local communities in 

which it operates. In addition to the constant 

commitment to comply with the local regula-

tions, numerous activities and training programs 

are organized which focus on spreading infor-

mation concerning integrated sustainability and 

safety in the workplace.

"Zero Infortuni (Zero Tolerance)" experimental  

project  was launched at the Arco Plant plant in 

the second half of 2013.
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3.3 PROjECTS

Aquafil’s Tessil 4 plant in Cares (TN), Italy reprocesses Nylon 6 fibers for 

the carpet industry. The main process is air entanglement which is carried 

out by joining various types of fibers together with a special machine that 

blows jets of compressed air into them in order to create equally-spaced 

"knots," creating a particular visual according to the blend of the colors 

and the number of "knots" created.

In 2013 the Tessil 4 plant took part in an optimization project aimed at re-

ducing energy consumption focused on the air entanglement process. The 

main activities concern:

• the improvement and optimization of equipment

• regulation and adjustment of fluctutions of energy requirement

• optimization of compressed air pressure

• recovery and recycling of water used for cooling oil in the compressors

• optimization of insulation and division into compartments of the

workplace

The projects expected launch in 2014 will enable:

• reduction of energy consumption > for the interlacing process a saving of  

about 320 TEP/year  is expected

• reduction in the consumption of  GPL > a saving of about  60 TEP/year is 

expected

• reduction of CO2 GHG > an overall  saving of about 1,200  ton/year of  CO2 

is expected

› ENErGY SAVING: THE TESSIL 4 CASE STUdY

“
optimization project aimed at reducing
energy consumption.

improvement of 
industrial process

Processing on Superba machine
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Aquafil partners with desso, Tarkett, H&M and M&S in the CIrCULAr 

ECoNoMY CE100 program.

Based on the principle of "Circular Economy" introduced by the Ellen Ma-

cArthur Foundation, 100 companies will take part in the 1000-day program 

with the aim of encouraging companies to apply the principles of recycling 

and use energy deriving from renewable sources for their production pro-

cesses. The objective of the CE100 program is to build a global platform 

that will accelerate and lead market development towards a circular eco-

nomy in order to create an efficient method for using the resources based 

on a natural cycle, i.e. a system in which the initial materials and the final 

products are related to each other following a cyclic pattern.

The principles of the CE100 program are:

• To create a mechanism which solves a common problem

• To define good techniques in order to support the companies

• To provide a mechanism for establishing "Circular Economy" within the 

companies

Aquafil ‘s case study - the ECoNYL® regeneration System - enables 

pre-consumer waste generated by industrial production or post-consumer 

waste generated by end-of-life products to be transformed into new Nylon 

6 by recycling the materials without affecting their quality.

› THE CE100 ProGrAM

“
designing and manufacturing products so their 
materials can be recycled.

Aquafil participates in the EcoMeTex European Project (2012-2015) which 

is directly financed by a specific committee of the European Commission 

and by the European Carpet and rug Assocation (ECrA).

The goal of EcoMeTex is to promote recycling and, above all, develop a 

method aimed at recycling used carpeting in Europe for the construction 

and transportation industries.

Some of the most important European companies in the field are part-

ners in the EcoMetex project including: carpet fiber manufacturers, carpet 

backing manufacturers, carpet manufacturers, research organizations, 

universities and experts who study the environmental impacts of various 

products.

due to the knowledge and experience gained in developing the ECoNYL® 

regeneration System, Aquafil S.p.A. takes part in the EcoMeTex project as 

a amanufacturer of Nylon 6 fibers for producing carpets designed with the 

aim of optimizing the recovery and recycling of the materials and an

expert enterprise for recycling Nylon 6 capable of determining the best 

way of recycling new types of carpet.

› ECoMETEX  ProJECT

“
The recycling of pre- and post-consumer Nylon 6 
waste products is one of the most important aspects 
of Aquafil’s development, in which the company has 
decided to direct its activities and products.

product
development

implementation of 
projects
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Safety in the workplace is of great importance to Aquafil. It is because of 

the development of safety procedures and compliance of health and safety 

regulations that we have greatly reduced the number of workplace acci-

dents and injuries. 

As a further demonstration of this commitment, the “ ZEro INForTUNI”  

project was launched in 2013 with the goal of changing  safety policies and 

procedures  at all levels of the organization by:

• involving people

• getting a clear picture of the changing process

• supporting the changes

• accurate planning of the phases of the project

The aim is to place employees at the center of the project  in order to cre-

ate awareness of the risks related to production and modify their behavior 

accordingly so they are able to assist the company in reducing risks as 

much as possible.

› "ZEro INForTUNI" ProJECT

“
“Zero Infortuni" aims for successful 
changes in policy to effectively 
increase workplace safety.

Zero
Group

INFORTUNI

IT’S A PRIMARY VALUE

IT IS AS IMPORTANT AS PRODUCTIVITY, 
QUALITY OR THE ENVIRONMENT

IT IS EVERYONE’S RESPONSABILITY TO 
APPLY AND CONTROL IT

IT IS A SIGN OF RESPECT FOR ONESELF
AND OTHERS

IT IS OUR TARGET

LET’S INCREASE  

WORKPLACE SAFETY

“Zero Infortuni” is only possible 
with everyone’s participation

The "Zero Infortuni" experimental project was launched at the Arco plant in the second half of 2013

social
initiative
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4. the ECONYL®

project

             

4.3  econyl® AND  HEALTHY SEAS                                                                                                                                                            58

4.1 THE PRODUCTION MODEL:  6 STEPS FOR CLOSING THE LooP                                                                                                      54

4.2  THE ADVANTAGES                                                                                                                                                                                   562012

Internal PA6 recovery 

progression through the years to achieve 100% regenerated nylon

70% PRE-CONSUMER 
30% VIRGIN RAW MATERIAL 

70% PRE-CONSUMER WASTE 
30% POST-CONSUMER WASTE 

50% pre-consumer 
50% post-consumer  

Internal process waste 
contributes to the production 
of Engineering Plastics with 
recycled content 

Production of ECONYL70 BCF 
recycled yarn begins 

The inauguration of the 
ECONYL® plant in Ljubljana 
brings a 30% post-consumer 
waste contribution 

Special efforts are made to 
increase the percentage of 
post-consumer waste to a 
minimum of 50% 

1998 2007 2011 2013
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“
We are closing the loop to bring responsible products  
to life forever.

After recovering pre- and post-consumer wa-

ste containing Polyamide 6,  the ECoNYL® re-

generation System transforms it into regenera-

ted caprolactam, the raw material used for the 

Groups’s production operations. 

The process enables the recovery of  materials 

which would otherwise be disposed of. The most 

important types of waste to recycle are portions 

of carpets and rugs, plastic fabric and compo-

nents and fishing nets, which are often left at 

sea posing significant threats to the ecosystem. 

Recovery of abandoned fishing nets in a wreck, photos LAUE team, Shingo Ishida
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• The flooring at  Sedna Hospital in "Sedna", Mexico is made with  DESSO AirMaster®.

• Interface’s Net Effect ™ collection is made with 100% regenerated ECONYL® nylon and is         

   inspired by the shape and movement of the seas and oceans.

• The “Green Red Carpet” used for the GreenTec Awards 2013 created by VORWERK.

• The “Visions of…” collection by DESSO is based on the combination of techniques creating unique 

   visual effects according to the viewing angle.

• The JOIN collecton by Marcel Wanders,  made from 100% regenerated ECONYL® nylon,  is used 

   to create a particular and artistic atmosphere.

“
Some examples of final products made with
ECoNYL® BCF fibers.

Net EffectTM collection created by Interface is inspired by marine environments. 
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• The “ECO COLLECTION 2014“ swimwear created by SUMMERLOVE SWIMWEAR is designed 

   by Vanessa rivers.

• The “AFRICA-ZANZIBAR” swimwear collection made by LA PERLA.

• Swimwear collection designed by AURIA and MARGOT BOWMAN.

• 2014 ADIDAS swimwear collection.

• Autumn – winter 2014/15 T-shirt collection Autunno-Inverno  produced by WAVE-O.

• Sports bras for the TRIACTION Autumn / Winter 2014 collection by TRIUMPH.

• ARENA Waterfeel X-Life® Eco swimwear which is made of material composed of 80% ECONYL® 

and  20% Lycra.

• KORU swimwear  that produces swimwear for surfers.

“
Some examples of final products made with
ECoNYL® NTF fibers.

Swimwear KORU made   with  ECONYL® yarn
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AJDOVSCINA, SLOVENIA (EU)

LJUBLJANA, SLOVENIA (EU)

www.econyl.com   | www.linkedin.com/company/5013650   | twitter.com/ECoNYL   | www.youtube.com/user/ECoNYL   | www.pinterest.com/ECoNYL

LJUBLJANA (SLO)/ARCO (IT)
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4.1 THE PRODUCTION MODEL: 

6 STEPS FOR CLOSING THE loop 

1. RECOvERY OF WasTE 

Waste is recovered worldwide through the international ECoNYL® reclai-

ming  Program established by the Aquafil Group. The waste is sent to the 

treatment center in Ajdovscina, Slovenia. Between 2011 and 2013 more 

than 30,000 tons of waste were removed from the environment.

2. PREPaRaTiON OF THE MaTERiaLs

in the ajdovscina treatment center, the various types of waste are 

prepared for the depolymerization process by removing impurities 

which are fed back into the other recovery chains. in 2013 the per-

centage of post-consumer waste reached 60%. 

3. DEPOLYMERiZaTiON 

The heart of the ECoNYL® regeneration System: the waste is treated to 

depolymerize nylon in order to produce regenerated caprolactam with the 

same technical characteristics as caprolactam obtained from fossil sour-

ces. The ECONYL® Regeneration system is an innovative production 

process which is unique in terms of efficiency and productivity wor-

ldwide.  

“
Thinking ahead to create regenerable products.

4. POLYMERiZaTiON

In the two polymerization plants in Arco and Ljubljana, ECoNYL® capro-

lactam is converted into Nylon 6 polymers. The ECONYL® Regeneration 

System enables us to produce caprolactam with the same perfor-

mance and chemical characterists as caprolactam obtained from 

raw fossil materials. 

5. TRaNsFORMaTiON

The PA6 polymers are then transformed into fibers and used by custo-

mers for manufacturing carpeting and clothing. Fibers produced from 

the ECONYL® Regeneration system are used in the carpeting and 

clothing sectors.

6. RE-COMMERCiaLiZaTiON 

The products are sold and used by the end consumer. When  they have rea-

ched the end of their product life, they can be regenerated and used again. 

With the ECONYL® Regeneration system, it is possible to endlessly 

regenerate Polyamide 6 contained in the waste by converting it back 

into raw caprolactam.
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4.2 The Advantages 

The ECoNYL® regeneration System is endless 

because the depolymerization process allows us 

to produce regenerated caprolactam, which has 

the same characteristics as caprolactam obtai-

ned from fossil sources. The possibility of using 

raw materials extracted from waste enables us 

to recycle waste which would otherwise end up 

in landfills or the environment, such as fishing 

nets which can significantly damage the marine 

ecosystem if left in the sea. 

The system saves non-renewable fossil resour-

ces. In short, for every 10,000 tons of capro-

lactam regenerated with the ECoNYL® regene-

ration System*:

• over 12,000 tons of waste are eliminated 

• approximately 70,000 barrels of oil are saved 

• the emission of 42,000 tons of CO2eq is avoided

* EPD data (2013) compared to the average virgin product. Source: Internal Aquafil 2013.

Since 2011, Aquafil has been trying to enhance 

the study of the environmental impact of its pro-

ducts through the certification of environmen-

tal product declarations in compliance with the 

international EPd® System regulations (www.

environdec.com). Following the first document 

of 2011 relative to ECoNYL® fibers, the declara-

tion for the ECoNYL® polymer was pubished at 

the end of 2013.

The project enabled us to carry out an in-depth 

analysis to gain knowledge concerning key 

performance indicators which provided useful 

information for research and development pur-

poses. The main environmental impact indi-

cators are reported in the EPd statement.

Registration numeber S-P-00500 of 17/12/2013.

› ENVIroNMENTAL ProdUCT dECLArATIoN oF THE ECoNYL® PoLYMEr

CONSUMPTION OF FOSSIL RESOURCES 
FOR THE PRODUCTION OF MATERIAL 

ALMOST EQUAL TO ZERO KG 

CONSUMPTION OF FOSSIL RESOURCES FOR
 PRODUCING ENERGY EQUAL TO  0.99 KG 

GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 
EQUAL TO 3.66 KG CO

2
 EQ

For 1 kg of ECONYL® polymer

vsvIRGIN econyl®

-55%
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS (kg CO

2 
eq.)

-54%
Gross Energy Requirement 

through ECONYL®
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4.3 ECONYL® AND HEALTHY SEAS

Healthy Seas is an international collaboration 

that was launched in 2013 by Aquafil, Star Sock 

and the ECNC Group. This initiative was establi-

shed with the aim of recovering and recycling 

abandoned fishing nets left at sea to feed the 

ECoNYL ® regeneration System. The regene-

rated polymers are then  used for making 

fibers and new products such as hosiery, 

swimwear, underwear and carpeting. 

Besides Aquafil, the ECNC Land & Sea Group 

is involved in the project. The dutch non-profit 

organization deals with the environmental cle-

an-up of biodiversity and the sustainability of 

natural environments all over Europe. Star Sock 

is licensed to sell international hosiery brand 

names. To this point, 14 dives have been con-

ducted with 60 volunteer scuba divers recove-

ring approximately 20 tons of fishing nets in 

the North Sea (The Netherlands and Belgium).

Another two pilot projects will be implemen-

ted in 2014 along the Adriatic coastline (Italy, 

Slovenia and Croatia) and in the Mediterrane-

an Sea (Spain).

“
An international  collaboration launched in 2013 with 
the aim of recovering and recycling abandoned fishing 
nets left at sea.

www.healthyseas.org   | www.facebook.com/healthyseas   | twitter.com/healthyseas_org   | www.youtube.com/user/HealthySeas

› THE THrEE PILLArS oN WHICH THE HEALTHY SEAS ProJECT IS 
BASEd

RECOvERY OF FisHiNg NETs - PREvENTiON aND  aWaRENEss

The project anticpates no profit operations aimed at the recovery of 

fishing nets carried out by volunteer scuba divers and the storage of 

the nets in special  warehouses. Besides the operations for recovering 

the nets, specific training programs will also be organized  concerning 

the education and prevention of the main stakeholders of the fishing 

sector and marine environments. 

REgENERaTiON OF FisHiNg NETs TO ECONYL® YaRN

This entails the elimination of foreign objects, such as organic plastic 

or metal elements, from the fishing nets and their transformation into 

regenerated Nylon 6 fibers using the ECoNYL® rEGENErATIoN SY-

STEM.

PRODuCTs- CLOTHiNg aND CaRPETiNg

ECoNYL® fibers are used for manufacturing new products produced by 

the textile sector.
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In this section of the report, the company infor-

ms its stakeholders of the performance of cer-

tain indicators (3 year reference period 2011-

2013) which are useful for understanding and 

evaluating the Group’s performance in terms of 

sustainability based on the three aspects: peo-

ple, planet and profit.

• PEOPLE: presents data and in-

formation concerning the Aquafil 

Group and its usual practices re-

lated to the workforce and per-

sonnel management. In this section you can 

find information regarding the number of em-

ployees and the organization of the factories 

in the countries which the Group operates. Much 

attention is also paid to the safety measures 

which are important features of the Group’s su-

stainability policies.

• PLaNET: reports the envi-

ronmental performance of the 

Group which is divided into four 

main areas of interest: energy, 

emissions, waste and water. The data pre-

sented is in absolute values and/or compared 

to the annual production in order to provide the 

reader with a clear interpretation of the results. 

This section also presents the main activities or 

investments made by the Group to continually 

improve the environmental performance of 

all production plants. 

• PROFiT: In the economic and 

financial section, the Group provi-

des data concerning the EBIdTA 

sales volume. In order to present 

the management activities and development po-

licies, information can be found regarding the 

distribution of funds allocated to the business 

units and the geographical areas of the market.

For an exact interpretation of the data it is important to underline that over the years the area  of reference of the report has changed 
considerably mainly due to the sale and acquisition of business units. For example, in 2013 Aquafil sold the Engineering Plastic business unit 
(mentioned in the report until April 2013) and acquired the German company Xentrys Leuna, which was renamed Aqualeuna, and not included in 
the 2013 report.

"Vision of Flower" collection by Desso
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5.1 PEOPLE – SOCIAL INDICATORS

over the last year, human resources manage-

ment has been influenced by the reorganization 

of  industrial and mangerial issues which led 

to the sale of  Engineering Plastics (EP) business 

unit to  domo Chemicals  and the acquisition of 

German company Xentrys in Leuna which deals 

with spinning and BCF processing.

due to these events and normal business opera-

tions, the number of employees in 2013 rea-

ched a total of 2,159,  2%  more than 2012. 

Besides sales and acquisitions, the most signifi-

cant variations can be observed in the number of 

employees at the plant in Oroslavie, Croatia. 

The number of employees increased from 153 in 

2012 to 249 in 2013.

No significant variations were observed in the 

USA or Thailand. There was a considerable de-

crease of 112 Italian employees due to the sale 

of the EP business unit in April 2013.

“
In line with the Group's 
internationalization 
policies, approximately 
60% of the workforce is 
employed abroad.

EMPLOYMENT OF 
WORKFORCE

Abroad
60%

Italy
40%

› PErSoNNEL EMPLoYEd BY THE AQUAFIL GroUP

› GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE WORKFORCE 

Men

1,448 + 718 = 2,166

1,454 + 660 = 2,114

1,423 + 736 = 2,159

Women

5000 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500

2011

2012

2013

Men

649 + 226 = 875

459 + 162 = 621

57 + 192 = 249

170 + 63 = 233

80 + 77 = 157

8 + 16 = 24

Women

2000 400 600 800 1.000

thailand

croatia

china

slovenia

usa

italy
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The gender distribution of the workforce va-

ries greatly within the Group’s production 

facilities according to the geographical re-

gion and type of products made.   

In Italy, Slovenia and the USA female workers 

are less than 30%, while they amount to 49% in 

China, 67% in Thailand and 77% in Croatia. “
Female employees 
compose 34% of the 
Aquafil workforce. 

Men
66%

Women
34%

WORKFORCE
WOMEN / MEN

Distribution of the workforce in the various nations 

GEOGRAPHICAL AREA
MEN Women total

2011 2012 2013 2011 2012 2013 2011 2012 2013

Italy 727 746 649 243 241 226 970 987 875

Slovenia 442 430 459 165 160 162 607 590 621

Croatia 45 24 57 188 129 192 233 153 249

USA 157 178 170 56 57 63 213 235 233

Thailand 7 6 8 16 16 16 23 22 24

China 70 70 80 50 57 77 120 127 157

TOTAL 1,448 1,454 1,423 718 660 736 2,166 2,114 2,159

COMPANY Composition 

italy abroad
total

men women men women

2011 2012 2013 2011 2012 2013 2011 2012 2013 2011 2012 2013 2011 2012 2013

Directors 21 21 20 2 3 3 6 8 6 0 0 0 29 32 29

Managers 35 34 27 5 5 4 71 76 79 10 13 15 121 128 125

Clerical workers 120 125 111 81 86 74 37 37 42 90 93 103 328 341 330

Factory workers 558 566 491 148 147 145 606 586 647 376 314 392 1,688 1,613 1,675

TOTAL 734 746 649 236 241 226 720 707 774 476 420 510 2,166 2,114 2,159
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Comparing the composition of the workforce 

to the business areas, it is clear the Group has 

advanced in the BCF market where most wor-

kers are employed. It is also important to note 

the Aquafil Group invests in research and de-

velopment: this is the role of the E & r business 

unit which is composed of 48 people, 27 of which  

are permanent employees and 21 are contract 

employees. 

› dISTrIBUTIoN oF PErSoNNEL IN 
THE VArIoUS BUSINESS UNITS IN 2013

Italy

746 + 726 = 1,472

93 + 529 = 622

30 + 8 = 38

6 + 21 = 27

875 + 1,284 = 2,159

Abroad

5000 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500

total

ntf

E&R

bcf

ep

NTF  28.8%BCF  68.2%

EP  1.8%E&R  1.2%

DISTRIBUTION %
OF PERSONNEL

Employment Contract
full-time employee Part-time

MEN Women MEN Women 

Indefinite or Permanent Contract 1,315 604 8 26

Temporary and  Fixed Term contract 97 82 3 24
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› THE INFLUENCE oF ProJECTS ANd orGANIZATIoNAL 
rESTrUCTUrING oN THE MANAGEMENT oF THE AQUAFIL PErSoNNEL

• aquafil Engineering Plastics s.p.a.

With the sale of the EP bussiness unit to domo, 

the workforce decreased from 138 employees in 

2012 to 32 at the end of 2013. 105 employees 

were transferred to domo Engineering Plastics 

S.p.A.

• Aqualeuna G.m.b.H.*

Following the acquisition of German company 

Xentrys, 232 workers were hired. of these, 

about 130 remained in the workforce to operate 

the company while the remaining personnel left 

in the first few months of 2014  by means of a 

contractual social plan foreseen by local regu-

lations undersigned by the company and social 

organizations.

• Borgolon s.p.a.

the CIGS procedure was launched following the 

transfer of a production unit, with subscription 

to redundancy schemes. 

• Aquaspace S.p.A.

The CIGS procedure was launched following 

the decrease of the specific market of reference 

space dyed yarn.

• Aquafil S.p.A.

renews its agreement with trade unions con-

cerning participation bonuses and second level 

contracting. Following debates with the trade 

unions in Trento, Italy, specific initiatives pro-

viding support to employees were launched in 

2013; a special welfare procedure was imple-

mented.

• Tessilquattro s.p.a.

The ordinary CIG was requested. 

42% of the turnover is associated with the termination of contracts. A careful analysis of the 

data underlined that the Chinese and American plants were the most affected by the termination 

of contract turnover with percentages of 56 and 30% respectively. This trend does not appear to be 

linked to actions or causes associated with the Aquafil Group or the relationship with its employees, 

but due to the specific market in the nation of reference. 

In 2013 a new turnover entry was included concerning the transfer of employees associated with 

the sale of the EP business unit to  domo Chemicals.

“ “Aquafil strongly believes in communication between 
trade unions and workers' representatives based on 
collaboration and planning research with the aim of 
aiding negotiations between the two parties.

There was a 2% lower turnover in 2013 compared to 
2012 which affected 328 employees.

*  Not included in the 2013 report

2013 Turnover

italy abroad total

Resignations 7 130 137

End of contract 7 7 14

Termination of employment 2 34 36

Pensions 6 4 10

Transfer within the Group 5 8 13

Labor mobility 0 12 12

Other causes 0 1 1

Transfer of employees due to sale of EP 105 0 105

TOTAL 132 196 328
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› SAFETY

› ACCIDENTS AND WORKING DAYS LOST 

“ “
Improve the behavior and increase the awareness and 
culture of health and safety issues.

In 2013 Aquafil invested approximately €800 thousand 
in specific projects aimed at promoting health and 
safety in all business activies.

Aquafil is strongly committed to promoting the 

culture of safety and ethical behavior by 

means of safety policies at all levels of the or-

ganization and in all nations in which the Group 

operates. 

The main initiatives regarding safety in the wor-

kplace are organizational activities such as trai-

ning programs, awareness raising campaigns 

and important structural intervention to en-

sure the safety of employees, equipment and 

environments.

By analyzing the main performance indicators 

we can see that following a significant decrease 

over the last few years, the accident and injury 

rate has reached excellent levels regarding the 

industrial operations.

• Frequency index (Fi), which compares the 

number of accidents to the exposure to risk, was 

9.64 .

• Seriousness of risk index (gi), which compa-

res the seriousness of injury to the exposure to 

risk, was 0.25.

• Risk index (Ri) the performance observed was 

2.42.

With a 4% reduction in the number of hours worked (3,941,885 recorded in 2013), the number of 

accidents that caused injuries requiring more than three days absence decresed by 12%. 

from 2011 to 2013

YEAR HOURS WORKED INjURIES > 3 DAYS DAYS LOST > 3 DAYS FI GI RI

2012 4,112,119 43 751 10.46 0.18 1.91

2011 4,163,723 54 1,540 12.97 0.37 4.80

2013 3,941,885 38 990 9.64 0.25 2.42

€800 thousand invested for promoting health and safety
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An important aspect of the Groups activities is the safety and safegurding of its customers. In close collaboration with suppliers, the Group 
manufactures and develops products in compliance with the regulations set by REACH EC 1907 / 2006 regarding the chemical substances 
contained in its products.

Frquency index:
Number of accidents causing more than three days absence from work 

 3 days X 1,000,000/hours worked

2011 2012 2013

20

10

FI ‹

Risk index: FI X GI

2011 2012 2013

10

5

rI ‹

Seriousness of risk index:
Number of days lost over three days x 1,000/hours worked

2011 2012 2013

0,4

0,2

GI ‹

In 2013 Aquafil launched the "Zero infortuni" 

project with the aim of changing corporate cul-

ture by reviewing all industrial processes in or-

der to find ways of preventing accidents. The 

project is strongly promoted by management 

and foresees the involvement of all personnel. 

› MoVING ToWArdS “ZEro INForTUNI” BY ProMoTING 
SAFE ANd rESPoNSIBLE BEHAVIor

This experimental project started in June 2013 

at the Arco plant and foresaw an initial internal 

survey aimed at determining the perceptions and 

dynamics of Aquafil’s specific risk factors which 

led to the provision of information and training 

courses for employees concerning health and 

safety in the workplace at the end of 2013. 

ACHIEVEMENT oF “Zero Infortuni:” 

• by organizing information initiatives aimed 

at calling attention to safety and improving the 

proactive involvement of workers 

• by providing training concerning safety is-

sues in the workplace 

• by establishing high operational safety stan-

dards 

In the first months of implementation at the 

Arco plant: 

•131 employees attended training activities 

•2,195 hours of training were provided
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› TrAINING

“
Training aimed at improving skills and specifc 
professional competence.

Aquafil is an international group that strongly 

believes in investing in human resources with 

the aim of improving skills which are carried out 

through specific training programs. This stra-

tegic factor favors Aquafil’s development and 

competitiveness in the market.

Aquafil’s training programs focus on  two main 

areas:

• Technical training programs: with the aim 

of enhancing scientific skills and consolidating 

knowledge within the company.

• Safety and environmental training programs: 

with the aim of spreading knowledge concerning 

safety measures in the workplace and the safe-

guarding  of the environment.

TRAINING 
ACTIVITIES

Safety and 
environmental 
training
52.8%

Technical
training
47.2%

19,041 TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINING HOURS IN 2013

Yarn analysis in textile lab to check the characteristics
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5.2 PLANET – ENVIRONMENTAL FIGURES

The presentation of data and 'trend analysis‘ are 

useful tools for understanding and judging the 

performance of an organization. 

It is not always easy to fully comprehend the in-

formation and it may not clearly reflect the posi-

tive or negative performance of a company. For 

industrial Groups that carry out various complex 

operations in plants of different types and sizes, 

it is not always possible to judge the present 

trend of the absolute values of environmental 

performance correctly in respect to the past. For 

example, the increase of total emissions could 

be due to an increase in production and not to a 

decline in environmental performance. In order 

to report performance objectively, another im-

portant issue to consider concerns the variations 

in the composition of products manufactured, 

such as the new slant towards producing more 

technologically complex products. An increa-

se in the data per ton of product manufactured 

does not represent a decline in environmental 

performance but may result from the increased 

production of more complex goods that require 

a higher number of procedures on the fibers that 

are essential for satisfying the quality require-

ments of our customers. 

When analyzing the data, it is essential to bear 

in mind the manufacturing and organizational 

changes made by the Group in 2013 which led to 

the production of more complex products. 

In fact, it is observed that less than 10% of sim-

ple polymers (blend and compound) were pro-

duced in 2013 as opposed to 23% in 2012. 

“
The data reported in this section are divided between 
the main areas of interest of the Aquafil Group: 
energy, emission, water and waste.

Julon (Ljubljana, Slovenia)
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vs

vs

2013

input

2012

output
› THE dATA, TrENdS ANd oBJECTIVES oF THE ProCESS

Normalized values per ton of final product

Absolute annual values 

Environmental aspect Measurement 2011 2012 2013

INPUT
Base material ton/ton 0.929 0.934 1.012

Auxilary material ton/ton 0.077 0.073 0.045

Electricity purchased kWh/ton 1,885 2,046 2,087

Steam purchased kWh/ton 640 797 881

Natural gas purchased kWh/ton 1,896 2,048 1,956

Water
(including condensate from steam)

m3/ton 39.4 43.1 39.1

Raw materials for packaging ton/ton 0.013 0.012 0.011

Final product packaging purchased ton/ton 0.12 0.12 0.11

output
Final product packaging sold ton/ton 0.095 0.094 0.080

Recycled waste kg/ton 63.9 77.1 128.0

Waste disposed kg/ton 11.9 14.5 9.8

Waste water m3/ton 34 37 32.9

Direct greenhouse gases kg/ton 372 408 403

Indirect greenhouse gases kg/ton 720 832 486

Emissions gr/ton 456 444 586
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15,180 ton
 / 9,427

Waste disposed 

1,168 ton / 1,774

Waste water 

3,906,242 m3 / 4,525,500

Direct greenhouse gases 
47,789 ton / 49,861Indirect greenhouse gases 

57,684 ton / 101,696

Emissions 

69.51 ton / 54.2

Finished product 

118,571 ton / 122,205
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› rAW MATErIALS

• Basic raw materials 

85% mainly composed of caprolactam, Nylon 6 

polymers and Nylon 6 waste which is used for  

the ECoNYL® regeneration System.

• Auxiliary materials and additives 

represent 5% of all the materials.

• Packaging Materials 

represents 10% of the raw materials and inclu-

des the packaging of the raw material produced 

and the packaging of the finished products: BCF 

and NTF fibers.

› FINISHEd ProdUCT 

In 2013, the net production (the amount of products sold by the Group)  amounted

 to 118,571 tons showed a 3% decrease compared to 2012. 

132,001

122,205

118,571

40,0000 20,000 60,000 80,000 100,000 140,000120,000

2011

2012

2013

PRODUCTION TREND (tons/year)“
140,907 tons of raw 
materials used in 2013

In 2013 there was a 35% decrease in auxiliary materials. This 
decrease was due to the sale of the EP business unit which led to a 
significant reduction in the consumption of additives. 

Fiberglass, alone, accounted for almost 50% of EP’s additive 
consumption, dropped from 4,447 tons in 2012 to 1,748 tons in 2013, 
showing a decrease in consumption equal to -2,699 tons. “

The recycled input 
materials represent 
10% of all the 
materials used

“
We have used 117,507  
tons of  non-renewable 
materials in 2013
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› ENErGY 

The Aquafil Group achieves environmental su-

stainability related to energy consumption by re-

ducing waste and increasing the efficiency of its 

production facilities. Moreover, using renewable 

sources of energy and installing photovoltaic sy-

stems at the Group’s facilities helps to achieve 

our goals. 

In 2013, the total energy consumption of the 

Group was 2% lower than 2012 and the consu-

mption rates of electricity and natural gas were 

approximately 40% while the remaining 20% of 

energy came from thermal sources purchased 

externally. 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION uom 2011 2012 2013

Electricity
MWh 248,810 249,977 247,452

GJ 895,716 899,917 890,827

Methane gas and other fuels
MWh 250,248 248,782 231,921

GJ 900,893 895,615 834,015

Thermal energy
MWh 97,669 97,417 104,434

GJ 351,608 350,701 375,962

Technical and combustible gases
MWh 2,227 1,894 1,882

GJ 8,017 6,818 6,775

Photovoltaic system
MWh 219 564 685

GJ 788 2,030 2,466

Total energy consumption 
MWh 599,173 598,635 586,374

GJ 2,157,022 2,155,086 2,110,950

Total energy consumption referring to annual production 
KWh/ton 4,539 4,899 4,945

GJ/ton 16,340 17,636 17,802

Methane gas and 
other fuels
39.6%

Thermal energy
17.8%

Electricity
42.2%

Other
0.4%

“
 reduce waste and 
increase production efficiency.

DISTRIBUTION 
OF ENERGY 

CONSUMPTION 

vs

vs

586,374

2013

598,635

2012

Total energy consumption  
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› rENEWABLE SoUrCES

In 2013, as much as 72% of Aquafil’s electri-

city requirements came from renewable 

sources which were certified by the renewable 

Energy Certificate System(rECS), showing an 

improvement of 30% from 2012.

The best performance was achieved thanks to 

the contribution of the plants located in Slo-

venia. 

In 2013 the Ljubljana, Aidovscina and Senosece 

facilities were powered using 100% renewable 

energy and the factory in Celie with 30%.

The Aquafil Group is also actively involved in 

renewable energy projects and investments by:

• installing photovoltaic systems (Cartersville 

and  Arco) at its factories

• investing a quota of shares in the reEner-

gy Capitol Fund (which operates in the re-

newable energy and environmental sector) 

• through the concession of the Cares factory 

roofs (Tessil4, Italy).

“
In 2013 the Group produced 685 MWh of electricity 
thanks to photovoltaic systems installed at its factories.

29

36

72

200 40 60 80

2011

2012

2013

% of electricity obtained from renewable sources
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› CoGENErATIoN SYSTEM 

one of the most significant stages of Aquafil’s 

innovation process was the construction of the 

cogeneration plant Arco. This demonstrates 

Aquafil's commitment to improving its facilities 

worldwide. 

over the years, various improvements have been 

made which transformed the plant into a tri-

generation plant. 

The plant is the Group’s flagship and demonstra-

tes the improvement and sustainability policies 

of the Group which have led to an annual sa-

ving of 3,165 additional TEP and a total saving 

of 27,103 TEP since its installation in 2006.

“
The plant has achieved a total saving of 27,103 TEP 
since its installation in 2006.

1,777

4,077

5,204

1,0000 2,000 4,000 6,0005,0003,000

2006-2007

2008-2012

2013

TEP saved for year (progressive incremental data)

Cogeneration Plant Savings 2006-2007 2008-2012 2013 total

TEP 3,554 20,384 3,165 27,103

BBL 24,838 142,460 22,120 189,418

ton CO2 11,372 65,227 10,128 86,728

2006 2007 20102009 20112008 2012 2013 2014
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35%

Aquafil cogeneration plant's yield, compared to the value taken as reference
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Variation in the yeld of the Aquafil plant 

Average of the maximum yield of the cogeneration plant for gas turbine

1 TEP (ton of oil equivalent) = 6.98 BBL (Barrel of oil)

1 TEP = 3.19 ton CO2 
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› EMISSIoNS 

› GrEENHoUSE GAS EMISSIoNS 

› THE EMISSIoNS oF oTHEr SUBSTANCES dErIVING 
FroM CHEMICAL ProCESSES ANd PArTLY FroM CoMBUSTIoN

Aquafil is committed to using the best avai-

lable techniques for reducing emissions and 

limiting primary pollutants by carrying out pe-

riodical analyses at its plants.

The main atmospheric emissions generated by 

Aquafil are divided into: 

• Greenhouse gases emissions (only Co2) due 

to energy use and transportation. 

• Emissions of other substances produced by 

chemical processes and partly by combustion.

In Aquafil, 44% of greenhouse gas emissions  

are caused by direct emissions released by 

utilities plants production. 

The cogeneration plant is responsible for 75% 

of the direct impacts and a small part is due 

to the boilers used for heating and production 

systems. 

on the other hand, 53% of the impact is cau-

sed by  emissions generated during electri-

city production and the steam used by Aqua-

fil which is purchased from external suppliers. 

The emissions generated by the fuel used for 

transporting the goods to the various companies 

of the Group represents 3% of the impact.

In 2013, the purchase of energy from renewable 

sources through the rECS system of voluntary 

certification of renewable energy led to a saving 

of 81,698 tons of CO2.

These are substances such as ToC, Nox, Co, Sox, PM10 and dust that are released during the poly-

merization process and in the dust produced during the industrial processes.

Most of these belong to the TOC (Total organic Carbon) Group which includes 56% of the substan-

ces monitored.

In 2013 the value related to  ToC emissions showed an increase per ton of finished product.

254

223

328

1000 200 400 500300

2011

2012

2013

TOC – g/t

“
Control analyses carried out more frequently than 
established by regulation.

Direct
(403 kg CO2/t)
44%

Transportation
(24 kg CO2/t)

3%

Indirect
(486 kg CO2/t)
53%

EMISSIONS IN CO
2
 

KG PER TON OF 
FINISHED PRODUCT 

Substances deriving from chemical processes and partly from 
combustion:  The calculation is based on Direct measuremen.

Energy consumption for direct and indirect emissions: the calculation 
is based on specific national standards coefficients defined for each 
source considered (eg UNFCCC national inventory) .
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› WATEr

The year 2013 was declared “international 

cooperation year of the water sector” by the 

UN. The goal was to increase people’s aware-

ness of the need to take an active role in water 

management due to growing demand.

Even if the earth is covered by 71% water, as 

much as 97% of the total amount is salt water, 

2.5% is frozen in ice caps and glaciers and only 

0.5% is usable for mankind at a reasonable 

cost.* 

Aquafil is aware that the sustainable manage-

ment of water resources is one of the main 

global environmental issues. The Group pays 

close attention to its industrial policies and stra-

tegies by reusing water in closed circuits and 

monitoring and managing waste water carefully 

in order to reduce consumption. 

In 2013, the Aquafil Group used about 4.5 mil-

lion cubic meters of water to power its opera-

tions, saving 640,000 m3 of water compared 

to 2012, which was approximately 12% of 

the total consumption.

Most of the waste water generated by the 

Group’s facilities is discharged into surface 

waters as a result of the control procedu-

res and monitoring of significant pollutants 

of which the most important is Cod (chemical 

oxygen demand) which is mainly related to the 

presence of organic substances. 

The initiatives may foresee the continual analy-

sis of waste water with a detection system 

equipped with an alarm threshold similar to 

the one installed at the Arco plant. 

2013

4,518,120 m3

38.1 m3/ton

3,906,242 m3

32.9 m3/ton

Total waste water

Total waste water generated by production

Total water consumption

Total consumption by production processes

Superficial

28.2 / 5.8

31.1 / 5.9

27.6 / 5.3

External treatment

100 20 30 40

2011

2012

2013

Type of waste  
(m3/t)

36.8 / 0.3 / 1.6

39.9 / 0.3 / 2.1

36.3 / 0.2 / 1.6

200 40 60 80

2011

2012

2013

Wells Rivers Acqueducts
Sources of water 
supply (m3/t)

*  Word business Council for Sustainable Development:
Water Facts and trends 2009.
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› AQUASPACE: PUrIFICATIoN oN BEHALF oF A THIrd PArTY

The Aquaspace plant is launching a new 

project aimed at the sustainability of the 

surrounding area. The purification system is 

generally used to treat the waste water gene-

rated by the dyeing process which, due to the 

decrease in volume, appeared to be overstaffed.

  

Therefore, since the treatment capacity exceeds 

the factory’s requirements, it will be used for 

treating the waste water generated by other 

Triveneto companies for a total of 160 thou-

sand tons of liquid waste per year. 

The revamping project is expected to be comple-

ted in Summer 2014 with a total investment of 

€5 million to improve the efficiency of treat-

ments and installation of the most advanced 

technology.

aquaspace

160,000 tons
liquid waste per year

New sustainability project concerning the Triveneto area

TREATMENT OF WASTE WATER PRODUCED BY OTHER LOCAL COMPANIES

€ 5 MILLION 
to improve the efficiency

Upgrading of oxidation tank for biological wastewater treatment, installed at Aquaspace (Rovereto, Italy)
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› WASTE

There are many projects and initiatives aimed at 

improving and optimizing waste management. 

In 2013, the total amount of waste attributed to 

Aquafil’s industrial processes increased overall. 

However, if we analyze the trend of the indivi-

dual categories, we realize that this trend is 

not actually due to a decrease in environmen-

tal performance, but caused by variations in the 

management of waste and important factors. 

one of the reason is higher Econyl® regenera-

tion System capacity, but most of the increase 

is related to the use of waste technology used 

to feed the internal production cycles due to the 

sale of the Engineering Plastics business unit in 

April 2013.

Until April 2013 indeed  process waste genera-

ted by production was used, as raw material, to 

feed the production process of the EP business 

unit. The sale of the Engineering Plastics busi-

ness caused a significant increase in the amount 

of non-hazardous recyclable waste generated 

by industrial processes. Since the industrial pro-

cess waste could no longer be directly recycled 

by EP, it is sold to external parties who will use 

these products to feed their production proces-

ses. By excluding the process waste generated 

by the production process from the performan-

ce analysis (thus hypothesizing a theoretical 

internal recovery,  equal to the amount obser-

ved in the 2012 report), would lead to an 18% 

reduction in the amount of non-hazardous sepa-

rated waste: 5,135 tons in 2013 as opposed to 

5,819 in 2012.

during 2013, the amount of unsorted  waste generated by the Group only amounted to 2%, which 

demonstrates the commitment to promoting activities for the separation and recovery of waste. over 

the last three years, the absolute values of unsorted waste at Group level dropped by 64%.

SLUDGES deriving from 
water treatment

uom 2011 2012 2013

kg/t 1.4 1.2 2.5

Process waste sent to power production processes of the EP business unit.

756

601

271
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Unsorted Waste (t)

SUBDIVISION OF WASTE BETWEEN
SORTED AND UNSORTED

Uom 2011 2012 2013

Hazardous Sorted Waste kg/t 13.1 34.2 46.9

Non-hazardous  Sorted Waste
    Disposed of by Engineering Plastics April 2013

kg/t 51.5 52.5
88.7

43.3 +  45.4 

Non-hazardous Unsorted Waste kg/t 5.7 4,9 2.3
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› THE AQUAFIL APProACH To THE NEW WAY 
oF rEPorTING SUSTAINABILITY: THE WEB TooL

As mentioned in last year’s report, a project was 

launched in 2013 to find a new tool for repor-

ting and analyzing environmental indicators. 

In economics, the term "spread" is used to iden-

tify the most progressive country and in sports 

the distance is measured that separates one 

athlete from another. in the same way we have 

selected indicators which measure the “op-

timal” level of impact achievable for each main 

industrial operation  in each factory, reporting 

periodically the gap between the “expected” 

goal and the actual result. 

The approach is divided into two levels by inte-

grating factory and product data. The informa-

tion is collected and elaborated on a monthly, 

biannual or annual basis by an internal team. 

The continuous availability of detailed, up-to-da-

te data and the ease of extracting and querying 

these data help Aquafil to tackle the challenge 

of sustainability by measuring its performance 

and communicating with full transparency inter-

nally and externally.

“
The indicators as 
"spread" between the 
performance achieved 
and expected.

Yarn manufacturing in twisting division
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Julon is probably the most complex plant wi-

thin the Group. Besides the conventional pro-

cesses, it is also the heart of the ECoNYL® re-

generation System. For this reason, it has been 

chosen as an “experimental” site. 

The consolidation of the plant data enables a 

thorough analysis that gives us a complete pi-

cture of the new set up.

The information collected and elaborated concern:

• the regulations (“normal” consumption and 

emmissions, therefore standard) of reference

• the production data for each manufacturing 

phase and category of product

• the actual comsumption and emmision data for 

each period.

• a series of other significant environmental pa-

rameters

The data may be read according to the plant or 

the product. 

data regarding each plant can be observed perio-

dically by the user allowing for critical analysis 

that can highlight extraordinary events or gaps 

in respect to the trend of production standards. 

However, the added value of this approach is 

the possibility of focusing on the “product” 

from a “Life Cycle Thinking " point of view, rather 

than the “plant”. 

The Web Tool will enable us to provide each 

plant with a calculation of the environmen-

tal impact of the products it manufactures. It 

is also important to note that in a complex and 

integrated organization like ours, many articles 

are subjected to various phases of production 

which are sometimes carried out in several fac-

tories. Besides adding further value to the pro-

duct, these additional phases add an inevitable 

effect on the environment. 

We have set a goal to quantify precisely the 

environmental impact of the raw materials 

used and the environmental load added to 

them by our manufacturing and processing acti-

vities. In this way, we can effectively communi-

cate with our suppliers and customers who sha-

re our commitment to developing sustainable 

products and processes. 

The tool will compare the environmental im-

pact of our products made with virgin raw ma-

terials (purchased caprolactam) with products 

made with ECoNYL® caprolactam (produced by 

the ECoNYL® regeneration System using waste 

as raw material). The primary aim of this rese-

arch is to focus the attention of management 

and the whole corporation not only on the cost 

and quality of the components of each product 

and/or the environmental performance of a sin-

gle plant, but on the increasingly important 

issue of the environmental impact that each 

product creates during its life cycle. 

Some of our more environmental-friendly custo-

mers and consumers have already begun to pay 

attention to these important issues.

Consumption of electricity

kWh/kg Index [ Actual / Theoric ]
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›  THE JULoN CASE STUdY
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5.3 PROFIT – ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY

› GLOBAL ECONOMIC FRAMEWORK 

In 2013, the world economy rose by 2.9% in 

terms of GdP and 2.1% in terms of internatio-

nal trade showing different trends for the main 

geo-economic areas. The Asian economies 

slowed down during 2013, but showed signs of 

recovery in the second half of the year, particu-

larly China. 

Generally speaking, economic growth in 

emerging countries was higher than that in 

developed countries, which continue to play an 

important role in the global economy. regarding 

industrialized nations, the U.S. economy appe-

ars to be improving gradually, even though it is 

still lower than last year, thanks to the slight in-

crease in wages, the increase in the purchasing 

power of households due to the drop in inflation 

and better employment opportunities. In Euro-

pe, various nations have had different economic 

results: Germany has shown a positive trend, 

there is growing economic difficulty in France 

and the Spanish economy is gradually recove-

ring.  

In 2013, GdP in Europe presented a value of 

-0.4%, which, in addition to the difficulties of 

some of leading countries (namely France and 

the Netherlands), also reflected the (a) con-

tinuing restrictions on access to credit; (b) the 

strength of the euro, which has a negative effect 

on exportation (c) imbalance in real estate mar-

kets; (d) the high unemployment rate which has 

a negative effect on household consumption. 

In 2013, Italy had a 1.8% drop in GdP, however, 

in the last trimester of the year there were signs 

of positive growth and the country appeared to 

be recovering from the recession as industrial 

production began to rise. and Exportation and 

importation were expected to increase which 

will hopefully lead to improvement in domestic 

demand.

From a financial and economic standpoint,  

2013 was a very important year as it was cha-

racterized by two essential strategies: 

• Aquafil’s role as a leading global manu-

facturer of carpet fibers strengthened with the 

october acquisition of German company Xentrys 

Leuna. This acquisition enabled us to increase 

our production and commercial capacity with 

new types of products and customers.

• The sale of the Engineering Plastics busi-

ness unit produced a large amount of capital 

gains.

• The gross operating margin (EBITdA) was 

equal to €52 million, corresponding to 11% of 

consolidated revenues and confirms the result 

achieved in the previous year. 

If the EP business unit had not been sold in 2013 

and the German company producing BCF fibers 

had not been acquired , which were operations 

required for consolidationg the Group on the 

BCF market worldwide , the EBITdA proforma 

obtained would have been equal to €57 million 

while the "pro forma" turnover would have been 

about €490 million.

53.4

52.1

52.0
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• The BCF business unit has steadily increased 

its sales volume compared to 2012 due to a drop 

in prices of raw materials. In 2013, the business 

unit recorded slightly higher levels of production 

than 2012 and a slight increase in unit margins.

• The NTF business unit has greatly increased in 

sales volume and turnover due to price dynami-

cs similar to the BCF unit.

• The EP business unit was sold in April 2013, 

therefore, only partially contributed to the turno-

ver and the profitability of the Group.

The orientation towards foreign markets in 

Europe and worldwide, and the internationa-

lization of production, favored by the location 

of production sites in countries with the highest 

growth rates are particular elements of the 

Group’s financial policies and strategies. 

in 2013 aquafil strengthened its role as 

worldwide manufacturer by consolidating its 

commercial infiltration in the continents where 

its plants are based. 

The geographical distribution of turnover con-

solidated for each macro area shows a steady 

increase in turnover in the U.S. and a steady 

trend in the asian Pacific area and Oceania.

in italy, the sales were composed of approxi-

mately 50% polymers and 50% NTF fibers whi-

ch were sold to national customers who, in turn, 

exported most of the products

2013

7.4% / 21,4%

23.9% / 20.6%

68.7% / 58.0%

2012
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› PErForMANCE ANALYSIS oF 
THE INdIVIdUAL BUSINESS 
UNITS:
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› rESEArCH, dEVELoPMENT ANd INVESTMENT

research is one of the fundamental pillars of 

the Group's activities and it allows for  conti-

nuous innovation with the aim of improving te-

chnical and environmental performance of pro-

cesses and products.

The main activities carried out in 2013 were: 

during 2013, Aquafil’s investment rates in the fields of environment, safety, energy and waste ma-

nagement amounted to €1.6 million. Additonally, the Group allocated €1.3 million for the develop-

ment, promotion and optimization of the ECoNYL® regeneration System.

Aquafil’s investments are a clear indication of 

the attention and commitment of the board of 

directors in defining development strategies and 

investment plans for sustainable development, 

climatic changes and the risks and opportunities 

associated with them.

opportunities associated with climate change

• to provide new products and services in order 

to face the challenges related to climatic change 

Thanks to the ECONYL® Project, which enables 

us to produce regenerated raw materials from 

pre and post-consumer waste, AQUAFIL has 

succeeded in  reducing the  emissions (-55%)  

of the products made with 100% regenerated 

ECONYL® polymer.

• to achieve general competitive advantage ge-

nerated by technological changes associated 

with climatic change ;

Use of renewable energy sources, in 2013 as 

• Technological improvement and optimiza-

tion of the ECoNYL® regeneration System

• Development of new Pa6 polymers aimed at 

improving dyeing techniques and soil resistance 

of BCF yarns for textile flooring 

• Development of BCF yarns with innovative 

flame-retardant, anti-bacterial and anti-soiling 

characteristics and yarn made of hollow fibers 

for special applications 

• Development of experimental surface coa-

tings of the fibers by means of nanotechnology 

• Optimization of energy performance of pro-

duction and processing plants

• Industrial development of XLa® fibers 

• Research aimed at analyzing the affects of uv 

rays applied to textile fibers 

The research activities were carried out with the cooperation of various research bodies and research institutes including: the University of 
Trento, the Italian Institute of Technology in Genoa, the University of Maribor (Slovenia), the  Chemical Institute in Ljubljana (Slovenia) and 
Georgia Institute of Technology (USA). 

“

“

research is one of the fundamental pillars of the 
Group's activities and it allows for continuous
innovation.

2013 Investments Investiments in Euro

Environment 558,170

Safety 799,706

Energy 269,645

Waste management 48,657

ECONYL® 1,326,130

TOTAL 3,002,308

much as 72% of electricity requirements came 

from renewable sources, Process optimization

risks due to physical changes associated with 

climate change:

• natural disasters caused by climate change - 

Aquafil has activated a specific insurance poli-

cies;

• costs associated with regulatory compliance, 

higher costs for carbon credits.

Aquafil invests € 1.6 
million in environmental, 
safety and waste 
management projects.
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› SUMMArY oF THE AQUAFIL GroUP’S INCoME STATEMENT

rif. description 2013 2012

A1 Revenues from sales and services 472,161 499,484
A2 Change in inventories 1,791 (111)
A4 Capitalisation of internal construction costs 1,886 4,282
A5 Other revenues and income 3,645 4,691

A Value of production 479,483 508,346

B6 B11 Raw material, supplies, consumables and merchandise (261,313) (284,948)
B7-8, B13-14 Service and other operating costs (89,791) (93,711)
B9 Personnel costs (76,343) (77,605)

EBITDA 52,036 52,082

B10a-b Amortisation and Depreciation (26,410) (27,833)
B10c-d, B12 Provision and write-downs (888) (2,722)

A - B EBIT 24,738 21,527

C Net financial income and charges (17,249) (18,926)
D, E20-21 Extraordinary income and charges 21,167 (699)

Profit before taxes and minority interest 28,656 1,902

23 Minority interest profit 56 62
24 Group net profit 25,854 1,195

Group Cash Flow (profit + deprec.) 52,264 29,028

E22 Income tax (2,746) (645)

Net profit before minority interest share 25,910 1,257

Data expressed in thousands of Euro

BCF bobbins
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› BALANCE SHEET ANd FINANCIAL STATEMENT

rEcLASSIfIED fIXED ASSETS /Euro in thousands 31/12/2013 31/12/2012

Fixed assets
BI Intangible assets 11,147 11,443
BII Property, plant & equipment 153,810 171,245
A, BIII (v. N.I.) Financial and other fixed assets 4,246 4,351

1. Fixed assets 169,203 187,039

Net working capital
CI Inventories 130,702 130,444
CII1-4 Trade receivables 45,344 45,876
CII4bis-5, D Other receivables 16,674 17,402
D6, D7* (v. N.I.), D9-10 Trade payables (84,333) (84,338)
D12-14, E Other payables (21,605) (23,219)

2. Net working capital 86,782 86,165

C Employee leaving indemnity provision (7,330) (7,981)
B Provisions for risks and charges (10,769) (7,206)

B, C 3. Provisions (18,099) (15,187)

(1+2+3) = 4. Net capital employed 237,886 258,017

rEcLASSIfIED LIAbILITIES AND NET EQUITY / euro in thousands 31/12/2013 31/12/2012

Shareholders’ equity
AI Share capital (19,686) (19,686)
AII-VIII Reserve (35,442) (50,484)
AIX Net profit for the years (loss) (25,854) (1,195)

a) Group Net Equity (80,982) (71,365)
AX b) Minority  interest equity (292) (696)

1. Total shareholders’ equity (81,274) (72,061)

Net financial position:
CIII, CIV, BIII2 Medium/long term securities, liquidity 57,112 50,091
D4 (v. N.I.) Bank and financial institutions – short term (78,580) (61,978)
D4 (v. N.I.) Bank and financial institutions – medium/long term** (108,740) (118,978)
D7 (v. N.I.) Leasing payables (20,231) (23,257)

Other financial payables (1,716) 0

a) net financial position – third parties (152,154) (154,122)

BIII2, CII4, D11 Receivables from holding companies 26,051 30,980
D3 Shareholder payables – medium/long term (30,508) (62,814)

(b) net financial position - shareholders (4,457) (31,834)

(a+b) = 2. Total net financial position (156,612) (185,956)

(1+2) = 3. Total of sources (23,886) (258,017)

*  net of leasing payables.

**  include the short and m/l term of loan

For an in-depth analysis please consult the annual 2013 balance sheet 
which can be seen in the financial section of the Aquafil website:

   www.aquafil.com
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6.1 Glossary

• Cig Layoff unemployment insurance: is an industrial policy tool 

designed to cope with crises or to enable companies to address re-

structuring/reorganization issues.

• CO Carbon monoxide: a toxic gas produced by the incomplete or 

partial combustion of fuels. 

• Carbon Dioxide CO2: Gas-naturally present in the atmosphere de-

riving from combustion, respiration and the decomposition of organic 

material due to carbon oxidation. 

• COD Chemical Oxygen Demand: oxygen consumed in order to 

chemically oxidize the organic and inorganic substances disolved and 

suspended in water. This parameter is mainly used for estimating the 

content of oxidizable compounds and therefore the possible pollution 

levels of natural or waste water.

• Cogeneration: combined process concerning the production of 

electricity/mechanical and thermal energy (heat) produced in special 

plants using primary energy. 

• RENEWaBLE ENERgY: source of energy continually supplied by 

nature; energy obtained from continuous or repetitive sources which 

are periodically returned to the natural environment. 

• LCa - Life Cycle assessment: collection and evaluation of inputs, 

outputs and potential environmental impacts of a production system 

throughout its life cycle by means of an objective procedure of va-

luation of the energy and environmental load related to a process by 

identifying and quantifying  the amount of energy, materials and waste 

released into the environment. 

• NOx-sOx: nitrogen and sulfur oxides respetively.

• PM10: particulate matter in the atmosphere in the form of micro-

scopic particles whose aerodynamic diameter is equal to or less than 

10 m.

• Regenerated polymer: polymer produced with a process that in-

volves the regeneration of the original polymeric structure of the base 

polymer. 

• REaCH-Registration, Evaluation, authorisation and Restriction 

of Chemicals, Regulation (EC) No. 1907/2006 which aims at incre-

asing safety, safeguarding the health of people and the well-being of 

the environment, in respect to the risks arising from the use of chemi-

cals. 

• TOC Total Organic Carbon: amount of carbon in an organic com-

pound. This parameter is used as an indicator of water quality and for 

assessing the content of organic matter present in flue gas. 

• Web Tool: is a web based program accessible with browsers for 

sharing, exchanging, analyzing and validating data and information.

“
For a better understanding of the terms and acronyms 
used in this report, see the glossary below. 
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6.2 gri INDEX

Topic Total/partial Paragraph Page

Strategy and analysis

1.1 Statement by the President or Chief Executive Officer Total LETTER OF THE PRESIDENT 4

company profile

2.1 Company name Total The AQUAFIL Group > The organization 16

2.2 Brand, products or services of tip Total IThe AQUAFIL Group > The Group's activities; The fields of application of Aquafil products 20-23

2.3 Corporate operational structures Total The AQUAFIL Group > Plants; The organization; Corporate governance 14-19

2.4 Location of the headquarters Total IThe AQUAFIL Group> The organization 16

2.5 Countries where the company operates Total The AQUAFIL Group > Plants 14-15

2.6 Nature of ownership and legal form Total The AQUAFIL Group > The organization; Corporate governance 16-19

2.7 Markets served Total The AQUAFIL Group > Plants; The Group's activities; The fields of application of Aquafil products 14-15 20-23

2.8 Company size Total The AQUAFIL Group > Plants; The organization; INDICATORS> People – Social indicators; INDICATORS> Profit – Economic sustainability 20-23; 64-65; 108-111

2.9 Significant changes during the period of report Total THE FACTS IN 2013 > 2013 Milestones; Early 2014 events 26-29

2.10 Awards received during the period of report Total Note: there are no awards received during the period covered by the report

report Parameters

Report profile

3.1 Report time frame Total THE AQUAFIL SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 6-7

3.2 Date of previous report Total THE AQUAFIL SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 6-7

3.3 Reporting cycle Total THE AQUAFIL SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 6-7

3.4 Contacts Total THE AQUAFIL SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 6-7

Report scope and boundaries

3.5 Report definition of the contents Total THE AQUAFIL SUSTAINABILITY REPORT; SUSTAINABILITY; INDICATORS 6-7; 32-33; 62

3.6 Report boundaries Total The AQUAFIL Group > Plants; The organization 14-17

3.7 State and specific limitations on scope or boundary of the report Total THE AQUAFIL SUSTAINABILITY REPORT ; The AQUAFIL Group > Plants; The organization, INDICATORS 6-7; 14-17, 62

3.8 Base for the report in regard to joint ventures, subsidiaries, Basis for reporting on joint ventures, plant leasing and outsourced operation Total The AQUAFIL Group > Plants 14-15

3.10 Explanation of the effect for redefinition of all information submitted Total THE FACTS IN 2013 > 2013 Milestones; Early 2014 events; INDICATORS 26-29; 62

3.11 Changes in the report in relation to scope, border and measurement methods Total The AQUAFIL Group; INDICATORS> Planet – Environmental figures 78-99

GRI contents index

3.12 Identification of the location of the standard disclosures in the report Total (level C) APPENDIX> GRI Index 116-119

Governance, commitments and engagement

Governance

4.1 Structure of governance Partial The AQUAFIL Group > Corporate governance (we do not report this disclosure item as the information is proprietary) 18-19

4.2 Higher office Total The AQUAFIL Group > Corporate governance 18-19

4.3 Members of the higher management of corporate governance Total The AQUAFIL Group > Corporate governance 18-19

4.4 Mechanisms for shareholders to contact the Board Partial The AQUAFIL Group > Corporate governance (we do not report this disclosure item as the information is proprietary) 18-19

Stakeholders involvement

4.14 List of stakeholders Total The AQUAFIL Group  >Stakeholder relations 24-25

4.15 Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders Total The AQUAFIL Group > The Group's activities; The fields of application of Aquafil products 20-25
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Topic Total/partial Paragraph page

Economic performance

Economic performance

EC1 Direct economic value generated and distributed. Partial INDICATORS> Profit – Economic sustainability 102-117

EC2 Finalcial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organization's activities due to climate change Total INDICATORS> Profit – Economic sustainability; The ECONYL® project; INDICATORS> Planet - Environmental figures 107-110, 56-58; 86-89

Environmental  Indicators

Materials

EN1 Materials used by weight or volume Total INDICATORS> Planet – Environmental figures 80-83

EN2 Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials Total INDICATORS> Planet – Environmental figures 83

Energy

EN3 Direct energy consumption broken down by primary energy source Total INDICATORS> Planet – Environmental figures 80-82; 84-89

EN5 Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements Partial INDICATORS> Planet – Environmental figures; SUSTAINABILITY> Projects 38; 84-89

EN6 Initiatives to provide energy services and energy-efficient or renewable energy based, and reductions in energy requirements as a result of these 
initiatives Total The ECONYL® project; INDICATORS> Planet – Environmental figures; SUSTAINABILITY > Projec 44-57; 38

Water

EN8 Total water taken by source Total INDICATORS> Planet – Enviromental figures 92-93

EN9 Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water Partial INDICATORS> Planet – Environmental figures 92-93

Emissions, effluents and waste

EN16 Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight Total INDICATORS> Planet – Environmental figures 90-91

EN18 Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions greenhouse effect and the results achieved Total SUSTAINABILITY> Projects; INDICATORS> Planet - Environmental figures 39; 90-91

EN20 NOX, SOX and other significant emissions by type and weight Partial INDICATORS> Planet - Environmental figures 90-91

EN21 Total water discharge by quality and destination Total INDICATORS> Planet - Environmental figures 92-93

EN22 Total weight of waste by type and disposal method Partial INDICATORS> Planet - Environmental figures 96-97

Products and services

EN26 Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts, products and services, and extent of mitigation of impact Total SUSTAINABILITY > Projects; The e ECONYL® project; INDICATORS> Planet - Environmental figures 36-41; 56-58; 88-97

Employment indicators

Employment

LA1 Total workforce by type of use, contract and region, broken down by genre Total INDICATORS> People –  Social indicators 64-69

LA2 Total number and rate of both new hiring that employee turnover Partial INDICATORS> People – Social indicators 71

Health and safety in the workplace 

LA7 Rates of injury, occupational illness, lost days and number of work-related accidents Partial INDICATORS> People – Social indicators 72-74

Diversity and equal opportunity

LA13 Composition of corporate governance, broken down by genre Partial The AQUAFIL Group > Corporate governance; INDICATORS> People – Social indicators 18-19; 67
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The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is a network-based organization that has pioneered the development of the world’s most widely used 
sustainability reporting framework and is committed to its continuous improvement and application worldwide. The GRI Guidelines set out 
the principles and indicators that organizations can use to measure and report their economic, environmental, and social performance.  
www.globalreporting.org

Disclaimer: Where the relevant sustainability reporting includes external links, including to audio visual material, this statement only 
concerns material submitted to GRI at the time of the Check 22 July 2014. GRI explicitly excludes the statement being applied to any later 
changes to such material.

Statement
GRI Application Level Check 

GRI hereby states that Aquafil SpA has presented its report “Sustainability Report 2013” to GRI’s Report 
Services which have concluded that the report fulfills the requirement of Application Level C.

GRI Application Levels communicate the extent to which the content of the G3.1 Guidelines has been 
used in the submitted sustainability reporting. The Check confirms that the required set and number of 
disclosures for that Application Level have been addressed in the reporting and that the GRI  
Content Index demonstrates a valid representation of the required disclosures, as described in the 
GRI G3.1 Guidelines. For methodology, see www.globalreporting.org/SiteCollectionDocuments/ALC-
Methodology.pdf

Application Levels do not provide an opinion on the sustainability performance of the reporter nor the 
quality of the information in the report.

Amsterdam, 14 August 2014

Ásthildur Hjaltadóttir
Director Services 
Global Reporting Initiative 
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